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Situating Dallas College: 
Relatable Challenges



Dallas College and Dallas-Ft. Worth MSA
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19 locations across Dallas County 
(7 main campuses and 12 
community campuses)

84.5% of DFW MSA jobs are in 
these 4 counties – Denton, Collin, 
Tarrant, and Dallas

$688.9 billion GDP in DFW 
MSA in 2022



Rapid Regional Growth
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+143% total workforce growth 
2002-2021 

+1.9% average annual growth

12,421 primary jobs for 
workers added per year, or
34 per day every day for 19 years!



Industry-Level Growth Patterns
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87% of total growth from 2011-
2021 accounted for by top 9 
industries

58% of growth in professional 
and scientific services, health care, 
transportation and warehousing, 
finance and insurance, and 
construction



Geographic Dispersion of Employment
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-98,000 high wage jobs in 
Dallas County 

+81,000 high wage jobs in
Collin County 

49.5% of all jobs in the 
region are in Dallas County in 
2021, down from a high of 57.6% 
in 2002.



Regional Competition for Declining Share 
of Jobs
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-12.7% Dallas County residents 
working in tracts with >70% of jobs 
in high-wage industries than 
expected

+6.3% stronger relationship 
between high-income jobs and 
non-local workforce since 2011



High Wage Job Growth, 2016 - 2021
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Changes in Dallas College Enrollment 
Patterns
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-15,000 credit (CR) headcount 
change from 2017-2018 to 2022-
2023

-51% decline in transfer-in 
enrollments

-48% decline in continuing 
education (CE) enrollments

24% of enrollment from dual-
credit high school age students, up 
from 13% in 2017-2018



Dual Credit Enrollment Growth, AY2018 – AY2023
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The Geographic Disconnect: Population and Jobs
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The areas contributing the most 
enrollment growth to Dallas 
College (in yellow) are 
geographically distinct from those 
areas adding the highest wage jobs 
(in blue)



HB8: New Funding Environment in 
Texas
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• Reconfiguration of funding formulas for community colleges
• Away from enrollments, towards completions
• Incentives for graduates in particular programs linked to in-

demand fields



How the Dallas College LMIC 
Responds
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• Developing programming that is 
• Responsive to labor market
• Serving students at a range of college levels

• Understanding our partners and campus areas
• Support for three areas using LODES Data

• Campus planning
• Economic development
• Grant-led development



Enhancing Campus Planning 
Processes with RAC, WAC, and OD 

Data



Conflicting Priorities
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Support 
Nearby 

Employers?

Support 
Local 

Students? 

• After COVID, Dallas College 
needs new plan for CE 
workforce centers

• Support employers vs. 
support residents, or can we 
do both at the same time?

• Will targeting outreach to 
the nearby labor force 
target the employment base 
for nearby employers?
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Where Are Students Coming From?

Of 123 total students…
   37 (30%) lived within 8 miles
   19 (15% ) lived within 4 miles
   13 (10%) lived within 2 miles
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Resident Workers (RAC) Nearby Employment (WAC)

Mapping Local Employment and Workforce
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…. a focus on nearby employers would 
emphasize pathways in Public 
Administration, Arts and Entertainment, 
and Construction

… a focus on nearby residents would 
emphasize pathways in Health Care, 
Transportation and Warehousing, and 
Educational Services

Balancing Competing Interests
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Comparing 
Commutes: Local 
Residents

There are 17,069 workers who live 
within 2 miles of the South Dallas 
Training Center
• 357 (2.1%) work within 2 miles
• 3,180 (18.6%) work within 4 

miles
• 6,362 (37.3%) work within 8 

miles
• 4,298 (48.5%) do not work in 

Dallas County!
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Comparing 
Commutes: 
Worker Origins

Of the 9,445 workers employed 
within 2 miles of the South Dallas 
Training Center…
• 357 (3.8%) live within 2 miles of 

the Center,
• 959 (10.1%) live within 4 miles of 

the Center,
• 2,397 (25.4%) live within 8 miles 

of the Center
• 5,128 (54.3%) live outside Dallas 

County
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Share of jobs near each campus 
held by local workforce varies 
from 1.0% to 11.2%

Comparing Different Campuses
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Analysis of LODES Data to Build 
Economic Development Partnerships



Providing LMI 
Analysis to Small 
Cities: Lancaster
• Smaller cities sometimes lack access  

to regional data or clout to marshal 
regional research focus

• High potential return for Dallas 
College partnership, because our 
impact can be huge

• Quick analyses using our pre-built 
infrastructure, we can support cities 
seeking to understand their own labor 
force
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Growing Suburb on Dallas County’s Edge

• Employment base of 
15,000-20,000

• But who are those 
workers? Are they 
Lancaster residents? 

• Have tax-abated industrial 
developments drawn local 
workers from Lancaster?
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• Dallas has remained the 
top work location for 
Lancaster residents. 

• Though Lancaster has 
captured an additional 
200-300 local workers 
since a low in 2009, it 
pales in comparison to 
Dallas, which has 
employed 1,900 local 
workers

Resident Workforce 
Destination:
Rank Change 
Visualization
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• Dallas sends 
approximately 3 workers 
for every 1 that Lancaster 
sends

• Sine 2011, more than 
1,851 (+126%) Dallas 
residents took jobs in 
Lancaster, compared to 
only an additional 434 
(+79%) for Lancaster 
residents

Local Employment 
Base Home: Heat 
Map 
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• Building a narrative for 
economic development

• Lancaster serves as an 
employment base for City 
of Dallas, particularly in 
warehousing and industrial 
development

• At the same time, the 
resident base of Lancaster 
is employed in the City of 
Dallas and other suburbs, 

• Local residents are not 
necessarily filling newly 
created jobs in Lancaster

• This could create conflict 
down the road for the 
region, but also 
opportunity for corporate 
recruitment



Integrating LODES Data to 
Strengthen Grant Development



Grant Development: Attaining Regional 
Success
• Dallas College funded to lead a 

regional biotech workforce 
development model and take a 
regional role

• In this case, intra-regional 
competition emerging between 
cities for plant locations

• How can LMI data help grant 
implementation stakeholders find 
a path towards regional 
collaboration? 

“The [Economic Development Administration] was 
looking for something regional,” Magill said. “They 
wanted to bring regions together. People don’t pay 
attention to city lines anymore and neither do 
companies.”



Understanding 
Intra-Regional 
Competition
• Corporate site selectors don’t 

necessarily work as closely with us as 
they do with individual cities

• This has the potential to force 
competition to emerge between 
cities, undercutting aims of 
collaboration 

• Dallas College is interested in helping 
cities articulate comparative 
advantage without undercutting 
regional approach



DeSoto Biotech 
Recruitment 
Efforts

• City of DeSoto seeks to 
diversify employment 
base by building on 
strengths in community 
retail and logistics

• Their case: existing 
regional manufacturing 
workforce is already 
proximate to DeSoto and 
as proximate as other 
regional locations



Overlapping 
Access to 
Manufacturing 
Employment Base
• Design District/Medical 

District already draws a 
significant portion of its 
manufacturing workforce 
from the DeSoto 
commute shed

• An employer in DeSoto 
could compete for 
manufacturing workers 
who Dallas College 
would upskill into 
biologics manufacturing 
positions



Technical Overview



Custom Python functions
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## Task: Get totals by home blocks for a polygon representing downtown Houston

#Point to the database
spath = r“C:/User/TexasData.db”

#Convert GeoDataFrame geometry to a Well-Known Text object
#We’ll pretend we already defined the GeoDataFrame htown in another line
wkts = transform_to_wkt(gdf=htown)

#Get the blocks that intersect with your geometry as a list
isect_blocks = id_intersections(
 wkt=wkts.iloc[0], 
 spath=spath)['geocode'].tolist()

#Generate a query to pass to your database
sql_query = generate_query(
 data_type='od’,
 perspective='work’,
 job_type='primary’,
 year='2021’,
 geocodes = isect_blocks)

#Query your database
out_df = pull_data(
 query = sql_query,
 spath=spath,
 rename=True)

• Facilitates blending data 
from different sources

• Developed a library of 
standard requests, 
which feed into custom 
visual templates

• Simplify while allowing 
flexibility for geometry, 
year, data specifications, 
etc. 



Data Workflow
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LODES Dataset 
Construction

Python-based workflow 
to build a state-level 
database containing

OD, RAC, and WAC files. Complete 
Analysis

Charts, tables, etc.
ACS data 

(API)

Internal 
student 

data 
(SQL Server)

Appraisal 
district 

data 
(postgis)

Other 
LMI data 

(API)

LODES 
(Spatialite)

Spatial-enabled database for 
querying LODES data.

LODES Analysis 
(Python)

Workflow to quickly 
analyze LODES SQLite 

data

Other Analysis 
(Python)

Visualization 
(Python)

Other Dataset 
Construction

Existing institutional 
data processes.

LODES data 
pathway

Context data 
pathway

0. Dataset Construction 1. Dataset Identification 2. Analysis/Visualization 3. Final Analysis



Build On or Copy It via Github
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LODES Dataset 
Construction

Python-based workflow 
to build a state-level 
database containing

OD, RAC, and WAC files. Complete 
Analysis

Charts, tables, etc.
ACS data 

(API)

Internal 
student 

data 
(SQL Server)

Appraisal 
district 

data 
(postgis)

Other 
LMI data 

(API)

LODES 
(Spatialite)

Spatial-enabled database for 
querying LODES data.

LODES Analysis 
(Python)

Workflow to quickly 
analyze LODES SQLite 

data

Other Analysis 
(Python)

Visualization 
(Python)

Other Dataset 
Construction

Existing institutional 
data processes.

LODES data 
pathway

Context data 
pathway

0. Dataset Construction 1. Dataset Identification 2. Analysis/Visualization 3. Final Analysis

https://github.com/Dallas-
College-LMIC/lodes-dataset-

construction



Contact and Questions
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My contact information: 
Camille Gilchriest
cgilchriest@dallascollege.edu

Dallas College LMIC website:
https://www.dallascollege.edu/business-industry/lmic/ 

Thanks to:
Dr. Tana Hicks, Senior Director 
and Ammar Nanjiani, Assistant Director

GitHub Repo QR 
Code

mailto:cgilchriest@dallascollege.edu
https://www.dallascollege.edu/business-industry/lmic/
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